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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
CHARILES: JOHNSON, OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALE 

TO ARTHUR. R. ROGERS, OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. 

MACHINE FOR SECURING TOGETHER BOARDS BY MEANS OF CLEATS, 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No.707,116, dated August 19, 1902. 
Application filed April 15, 1902, Serial No. 102,972, (No model) 

To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that ICHARLEs JOHNSON, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Minne 
apolis, in the county of Hennepin and State 

5 of Minnesota, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Machines for Secur 
ing Together Boards or Strips by Means of 
Cleats; and I do hereby declare the following 
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the 

O 

in the art to which it appertains to make and 
use the same. 
My present invention has for its obiect to 

provide a simple and efficient machine for 
I5 securing together boards or strips by means 

of cleats; and to this end it consists of the 
novel devices and combinations of devices 
hereinafter described, and defined in the 
claims. 
The utilization of small strips and boards 

has become an important problem in the man 
ufacture of lumber. 
together small boards or strips they may be 
used in lieu of comparatively large boards, 

25 and in this way their market value may be 
greatly increased. Otherwise stated, small 
pieces or strips of lumber which would other 
wise be sold as fuel or at a very low price 
when secured together to form, blanks or 
large pieces become useful for making boxes 
and for various building purposes and may 
be sold for a relatively much higher price. 

It is the purpose of my present invention 
to provide a machine for automatically put 
ting together these strips or relatively small 
boards to form blanks or composite boards of 
the above character. 
An automatic machine for accomplishing 

the above result is illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, wherein like characters 
indicate like parts throughout the several 
views. -- 

Figure 1 is a plan view of the complete ma 
chine. Fig. 2 is what may be termed a left 
side elevation of the machine, some parts 
thereof being broken away. Fig. 3 is a trans 
verse vertical section taken on the line as a 
of Fig. 1, some parts being left in full. Fig. 
4 is a transverse vertical section on the line 

5o ac' a' of Fig. 1, some parts being left in full. 
Fig. 5 is a transverse section taken on the 
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invention, such as will enable others skilled 

By properly securing 

line acac of Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a detailin side 
elevation, showing the adjustable - throw 
crank-disk for imparting movements to the 
blank-feeding plunger or blade; and Fig. 755 
is a vertical section taken approximately on 
the line acac of Fig. 1. 

All of the parts of the machine are sup 
ported, directly or indirectly from a heavy 
rectangular frame 1, provided on its top with 6o 
a horizontally-extended face-plate 2. 
All of the running parts of the machine 

are driven either directly or indirectly from 
a counter-shaft 3, mounted in suitable bear 
ings on the frame 1 and provided with pul- 65 
leys 4, 5, and 6. Motion is imparted to the 
said counter-shaft from a power-driven belt 
(not shown) which runs over the pulley 4. 
The pulley 5 has a very wide face and is, in 
fact, in the form of a drum. A belt 7 runs 
over the pulley 6 and over a relatively large 
pulley 8 on a counter-shaft 9, also suitably 
mounted in bearings on the frame 1. This 
counter-shaft 9 has a spur-pinion 10, which 
meshes with the spur-gear ll on a counter- 75 
shaft 12, also suitably mounted in bearings 
on the frame 1. The counter-shaft 12 is pro 
vided at one end with a sprocket 13, and ap 

76. 

proximately at the center of the machine it 
is provided with a crank-disk 14, having a 8d 
variable throw-crank, constructed as herein 
after described. A sprocket-chain 15 runs 
over the sprocket 13 and over a similar 
sprocket 16, carried at one end of a cam-actu 
ating shaft 17, mounted in suitable bearings 
18 on the frame 1, as best shown in Fig. 4. 
The shaft 17 carries a pair of profile-cams 19, 
having inwardly-projecting cam-surfaces 20, 
set in line with each other, for a purpose 
which will be hereinafter noted. 90 
A pair of laterally-spaced and vertically 

disposed saw-spindles 21 are mounted at the 
central portion of the machine in bearing 
brackets 22. The bearing-brackets 22 are ad 
justable laterally and transversely of thema-95 
chine on an upper guide-rod 23 and on a lower 
guide-bar 24, which rod and bar are rigidly 
supported at their ends by the sides of the 
machine-frame, as best shown in Fig. 3. The 
right-hand bearing-bracket 22 is adapted to 
be adjusted laterally arid held where set by 
means of an adjusting-screw 25, swiveled in 
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one side of the frame 1 and working with 
screw-threaded engagement through the up 
per end of said bracket. The other bearing 
bracket 22 is likewise made adjustable and 
adapted to be held where set by an adjusting 
screw 26, which is longer than the screw 25, 
but which works in the same nanner-that 
is, is swiveled in one side of the frame 1 
and works with screw-threaded engagement 
through the said left-hand bracket 25, direc 
tions being here taken with respect to Fig. 3. 
Each saw-spindle 21 is provided with a small 
pulley 27, over which and the driving pulley 
or drum 5 one of a pair of twisted belts 28 
runs to impart motion to the said spindle. 
At their upper ends the spindles 21 are pro 
vided with thick saws or groove-cutters 29, 
which work in the same horizontal plane. 
The strips or board-sections 2, which are to 

form the blanks, are piled in a stack upon the 
rear portions of a pair of parallel tracks or 
guide-rails 22" and within a suitable maga 
Zine afforded by a pair of parallel boards or 
magazine - plates 30, provided with lateral 
strips 31. The guide-rails 22 are rigidly se 
cured one to each adjustable bracket 22 and 
are adjustable with the respective brackets. 
The forward or inner strips31 terminate short 
of the guide-rails 22°, so as to permit the bot 
tom or lower blank or boards which are to 
make up the same to be fed forward. The 
rear or outer strips 31 are secured for lateral 
adjustments to Ward and from the forward 
strips by slot-and-bolt engagements 32. The 
magazine-plates 30 are shown as secured one 
to each guide-rail 22 by brackets 33. The 
blanks are fed forward one at a time from the 
bottom of the stack contained in the maga 
zine 3031 by means of a reciprocating blade 
or feed-plunger 34, which is carried by a slide 
35, which, as shown, works in a dovetailed 
seat formed in the face of the plate 2. The 
slide 35 is provided with a longitudinal slot 
36, in which is adjustably secured, by means 
of a nut 37, the stem of a depending head 38. 
The head 38 is connected by a link 39 to the 
upper end of a lever 40, the lower end of which 
is pivoted to an extension 41 of the frame 1. 
The intermediate portion of the lever 40 is 
connected by a link 42 to a wrist-pin 43, pro 
jected from a block or base 44, which works 
adjustably in a radial slot 45 of the variable 
throw crank-disk 14. The block 44 is adapted 
to be adjusted and held where set by means 
of an adjusting-screw 46, swiveled in the face 
of the said disk 14. When the incomplete 
blanks are fed rearward out of the magazine, 
they pass under a gravity-actuated presser 
board 47, the forward end of which is pivoted 
between the side boards 30 of the magazine 
by means of a rod 48. As the said blanks are 
moved under the upturned pivoted end of the 
presser-board 47 they are tightly held down 
ward on the guide-rails 22 and are forced be 
tween and past the saws or cutters 29. The 
saWS or cutters form grooves in the cross 
grained edges of the blanks, as best indicated 
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in Fig. 3. To prevent the saws or cutters 
from throwing the blanks or the boards there 
of backward toward the supply-magazine 
when the feed plunger or blade 34 is making 
its return stroke, the said presser-board 47 is 
provided with gravity-pressed dogs or toothed 
pawls 49, which engage the said board with a 
ratchet action. 
Rearward of the saws or cutters 29, but 

forward of the rear ends of the rails 22 and 
presser-board 47, is a pair of laterally-spaced 
magazines, which are adapted to contain the 
cleats 2', arranged in two stacks. These 
magazines are preferably formed by two pairs 
of vertically-disposed angle-guides 50, turned 
with their grooved edges inward and located 
one pair on each side of the presser-board 47. 
A pair of parallel laterally-spaced side boards 
51 coöperate with the angle-irons 50. The 
boards 51 are secured one to each rail 22 by 
means of angle-straps 52. The angle-guides 
50 are adjustably secured to the boards 51 by 
slot-and-bolt engagements 53. (Best shown 
in Fig. 2.) The cleats 2' are piled in stacks 
within the magazines afforded by the angle 
guides 50 and coöperating boards 51, as best 
shown in Figs. 2 and 4. The bottom mem 
bers of the cleats 2' of each stack are adapted 
to be fed simultaneously inward by blades 
or feed-plungers 54, carried by slides 55, 
which, as shown, work with dovetailed en 
gagements in seats 56, formed in the face 
plate 2, as best shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The 
slides 55 are provided with slots 57, in which 
are adjustably secured, by means of suitable 
nuts, the stems of studs 58, on the depending 
ends of which are mounted rollers 59. The 
rollers 59 are subject to the cams 19 and are 
adapted to be engaged and moved simultane 
ously inward by the cam-surfaces 20 of the 
said cams. Normally the slides 55 and rollers 
59 are held far enough outward to carry the 
driving blades or plungers 54 outward of the 
stacks or cleats 2", so that the bottom mem 
bers of the said cleats will normally rest upon 
the faces of the rails 22. The said slides are 
yieldingly held outward or in their normal 
positions preferably by weights 60, suspend 
ed by cords 61, passed over the guide-sheaves 
62 and connected to the rear ends of reversely 
acting levers 63, the other ends of which le 
vers press against the nuits 58' of the roller 
equipped studs 58. As shown, the guide 
sheaves 62 are mounted on suitable projec 
tions from the rear end of the face-plate 2, 
and the levers 53 are pivoted at 63 to the top 
of the said face-plate 2. 
The operation of the machine, briefly sum 

marized, is as follows: At each reciprocation 
of the blank-feeding blade or plunger 34 an 
unfinished blank 2, made up of several boards 
Or sections, will be fed rearward under the 
presser-board47 and past the saws or groove 
cutters 29, under which movement the grooves 
will be cut in the ends of the same, as already 
described. A second movement of the said 
blade or plunger 34 will of course force out 
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another or second blank, and this second 
blank will force the first or preceding blank 
into a position where its grooved, ends will 
stand between and in line with the lower 
cleats 2' of the two stacks contained in the 
magazines 50 51. While the said, plunger 

wise between said cutters to groove the oppo 
site edges thereof, and a pair of pressing de 
vices for pressing the cleats into the opposite 
grooved edges of said blank, which pressing 
devices react the one against the other, sub 

34 is making its return stroke the said alined. 
blank will be left standing still, and during 
this time the cam-surfaces 20 of the cams 19, 
acting on the rollers 29 of the slides 55, force 
inward saidslides, together with the blades 54, 
thereby causing said blades to force inward 
the lower members of the two stacks of cleats 
2' and tightly press the same into the grooved 
ends of the several boards of the alined blanks. 
The cleats are thus caused to securely unite 
the several boards or strips of the blank, and 
when they are thus applied the blanks are 
put into commercial form. 

It will be seen that the cleat-feeding blades 
or plungers 54 operate simultaneously to press 
the cleats into the opposite grooved edges of 
the blank and react the one against the other. 
Otherwise stated, the one blade serves as a 
stop to hold the blank while the other blade 
is pressing the cleat into place in the grooved 
edge of the blank, and the said relation is 
reciprocal between the said blades or cleat 
pressing devices. . 
The action above described is of course 

under the continued operation of the machine 
automatically repeated over and over again, 
while the completed blanks will be crowded 
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rearward and dropped from the rear ends of 
the tracks 22° and face-plate 2. 
- From the description already given it will 
of course be understood that by properly ad 
justing the several magazines and by prop 
erly adjusting the movements of the blank 
feeding and cleat-feeding plungers or blades 
blanks or composite boards of any desired 
size, within certain limits, of course, may be 
made by the machine described. It will 
also of course be understood that when one 
of the saw-guides 22 is adjusted laterally the 
corresponding magazine -plates 30 and 51 
will be moved therewith. The said magazine 
plates may be made adjustable with respect 
to the guide-rails 22, which carry them, so as 
to compensate for the wear of the saws or 
cutters. It is not of course necessary that 
both of the brackets 22 be made adjustable, 
but it is desirable in that the capacity of the 
machine for holding large, blanks is thereby 
increased. - 

I have demonstrated the efficiency of the 
machine above described by actual usage of 
the machine for the purposes set forth. 

It will of course be understood that the 
machine described is capable of many modi 
herein set forth and claimed. 

stantially as described. 
2. The combination with means for feeding 

the grooved blanks, of means for supplying 
cleats to the opposite grooved edges of said: 
blanks, and a pair of pressing 'devices for 
pressing into said grooved edges of the blanks, 
which pressing devices react the one against 
the other, substantially as described. 

3. The combination with a pair of laterally 
spaced magazines for the cleats, of means for 
feeding the grooved blanks between said 
magazines, and reversely-recipocating feed 
plungers or blades coóperating with said mag 
azines and serving to press said cleats into 
the grooves of said blanks, substantially as 
described. 

4. The combination with a pair of laterally 
spaced magazines for the cleats, of means for 
feeding the grooved blanks between said 90 magazines, a pair of reversely-movable cleat 
feeding plungers or blades, and means for 
simultaneously moving said plungers inward, 
involving a counter-shaft and a pair of cams, 
carried thereby, substantially as described. 

5. The combination with a pair of laterally 
spaced magazines for the cleats, one of which 
magazines is adjustable laterally with respect 
to the other, of means for supplying the 
grooved blanks between said adjustable. 
magazines, and reversely-movable cleat-feed 
ing plungers or blades coöperating with said 
magazines and serving to press the cleats into. 
the grooves of said blanks, substantially as 
described. 

6. The combination with a laterally-adjust 
able magazine for the blanks, of means for 
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feeding said blanks, one at a time, from said 
magazine, and a pair of laterally-spaced cleat. 
supplying magazines between which said 
blanks are fed, and reciprocating blades or 
plungers for pressing the cleats into the 
grooved edges of said blanks, substantially 
as described. 

7. The combination with a magazine for 

C 

II 5 the blanks, and means for feeding the blanks, 
one at a time, from the magazine, a cutter, 
for grooving an edge of said blank as the 
same is fed from the magazine, and a cleat 
supplying magazine past which the grooved I2O 
edge of said blank is moved, and means for 
pressing the cleats from said magazine into 
the grooved edge of said blank, substantially 
as described. 

8. The combination with a blank-supply I25 ing mechanism, and means for feeding the . fications within the scope of my invention as blanks therefrom, one at a time, of a pair of 
saws or cutters between which said blanks. What I claim, and desire to secure by Let- are fed edgewise of a pair of cleat-supplying 

ters Patent of the United States, is as follows: magazines between which said blanks are fed, 1. The combination with a pair of groove 
cutters, of means for feeding the blanks edge after passing said cutters, and means for . 

pressing said cleats into the opposite grooved 
  



edges of said blanks, substantially as de 
scribed. 

9. The combination with a blank-supply 
ing magazine and a reciprocating blank-feed 
ing plunger or blade, of a pair of saws or cut 
ters for grooving the edges of the blanks as 
they are fed from the magazine, a pair of 
laterally-spaced cleat-supplying magazines 
between which the grooved blanks are fed, 
and a pair of reversely-reciprocating plungers 
or blades for simultaneously pressing the 
cleats into the opposite edges of the blanks, 
substantially as described. 

10. The combination with a blank-supply 
ing magazine and means for feeding the 
blanks therefrom, one at a time, of a pair of 
laterally-spaced magazines for the cleats, 
means for pressing the cleats into the grooves 
of said blanks, and a pivoted gravity-held 
presser-board extending from said blank 
supplying magazine between said cleat-maga 
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zines, and under which the blanks are caused 
to pass, substantially as described. 

11. The combination with a pair of sup 
ports extending in the general direction of 
the feed of the machine, one of said supports 
being adjustable laterally with respect to the 
other, of an adjustable blank - supplying 
magazine, the sides of which are mounted 
one on each of said supports, means for feed 
ing the blanks, one at a time, from said maga 
zine, a pair of laterally-spaced cleat-maga 
zines mounted one on each of said supports, 
and means for pressing the cleats from said 
cleat-magazines into the grooved edges of the 
blanks, substantially as described. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 
CHARLES JOHNSON. 

Witnesses: 
ELIZABETH. KELIHER, 
F. D. MERCHANT. 
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